GLASS

DECORATIVE PRODUCT
REFINEMENT

Glass lacquers

Glass lacquers without compromises.
Dedication and passion drive us every
day to continue the development of our
water-dilutable baking lacquers on an
organic basis. We are testing our products
to perfection, from our own fully automatic
dishwasher, up to chemical resistances this guarantees you the best product
quality and smooth production processes.

Hydro lacquers

Our hydro glass lacquers are divided into four qualities in order to
achieve the best possible performance especially for your application
requirements. Are you looking for WOW effects and elegant designs
exclusively for decorative purposes in the home and interior sector?
Our decorative lacquers offer numerous creative possibilities.
Or do you have complex products that should only have the best
resistances? No problem, because our 500+ variants have been tested
to the highest standards.

Characteristics at a glance
	Water-thinnable baking lacquers on organic basis
Energy-efficient baking parameters
	Low in solvent
Easy and safe handling due to sophisticated rheological properties
Suitable for spraying processes: Hand paint spray gun, automated
spraying technology in painting lines, electrostatic spraying technology
	Lacquers in glossy
Lacquers in matt or satin matt to imitate frost and etch effect,
with rough or velvety soft surface texture (haptics)
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Deko

500+

500+
WA

500+
SA

Decorative purposes
Good resistance
Household dishwasher > 500 cycles
Very good chemical resistance
Very good solvent resistance
For beverage bottles / household goods
Highest water resistance
Industrial dishwasher 2000 cycles
Boiling test 5 h
Very good abrasion / impact resistance
For cosmetic and perfume industry
Highest solvent resistance
Applicable for indirect food contact
G1 dilution 24h / 40°C

In-house dishwasher testing
Latest dishwasher technology with individually programmable parameters enables not only rapid and standard-compliant testing of laquered
objects, but also individual adaptation of any rinsing parameters (such
as water hardness, water temperature, time, rinsing reagent, pH value,
drying). This means that requirements for dishwasher resistance can be
tested exactly to customer specifications.
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The rock star among glass lacquers
Unique, fascinating and innovative. Our net structure effect feels great
in the spotlight. The unique structure covers the entire surface like a net.
Available in glossy or satin matt in the HF version. As if this lacquer wasn‘t
something special just because of its structure, it also comes in a wide
variety of colors and very good resistances.
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KAISER dosing system

Our dosing system makes work even more efficient.
Long transport times are a thing of the past, because you can easily
mix the requested color tone on site, very simple with our included
recipes. You can choose from a wide range of color concentrates for all
colorless base lacquers in glossy and matt.
Whether transparent pigments, opaque pigments or dyes, all of them
have been tested according to the KAISER quality standard and promise
the simplest usage.
Focus on service: We conveniently select colors based on a color tone
template or the known color cards.
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Solvent systems
KFC 2K system
Our 2-component solvent-based glass lacquers have been tried and tested over many years and are still very popular. Thanks to our many years
of experience in production and application, you can rely on the highest
quality standards. With our KFC system you can choose between transparent, opaque, metallic or mother-of-pearl colors. Of course, also available as KAISER dosing system.

KFC painting lacquers
KAISER painting lacquers are particularly suitable for finishing glass
surfaces with a brush. This 2-component system is dishwasher-safe and
available in almost all colors in transparent, opaque, metallic or motherof-pearl.
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Mirror effect
BLAZE OF GLORY with our mirror effect. It is everything, except boring.
Bright and radiant, it sets objects in scene. The mirror sprinkle effect
variant is one-of-a-kind! Thanks to its individual processing, by using an
additional KAISER effect agent, each product becomes unique.

Ice effect
A special highlight is waiting for you with our ice effect lacquer. It forms
unique ice flowers that cover the entire surface, like windows on a clinking cold winter’s day. This phenomenal finish offers short drying times,
although it is a pure air-drying system from our deco range. Our color
variety completes this unique effect and makes your products shine.
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